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This report is for (name of the group):
*

ALCTS/LITA Metadata Standards Committee

Division or Section? * ALCTS Division

Meeting Date * Sunday, February 11, 2018

Meeting Time * 1:30:00 PM

Members Present plus Guests MichaelBolam
Nadine Ellero
Lauren Kage
Erik Mitchell
Ayla Stein
Hui Zhang (virtual)
Marina Morgan (guest)
Noah Sheola (guest: Boston College)
Monika Glowacka (guest: New Mexico State University)
Craig Haggit (guest: Denver Public Library)

Members Absent Lauren Corbett
Scott Opasik
Deborah Ryszka

Report *

The committee reviewed current progress on outreach activities in support of the upcoming ALCTS ALA
Annual Program, namely the data collected to date and a list of potential new outreach groups.

The committee discussed completed outreach interviews which are posted on http://metaware.buzz ,
including key findings (e.g. distributed authorities, accessible metadata needs, national
authentication/authorization for NLS (National Library Service), potential role of aggregated LD services like
VIAF - key focus on language as a mechanism for inclusivity).

Decision was made to follow up with Chris Carr (who made metadata field proposal to MARC advisory
committee and who is from the Canadian Committee on Metadata Exchange) to think about the language in
which a standard is represented.

Discussed Potential for publication of analyzed results in ITAL or LRTS, following the ALCTS ALA Annual
Program.

Discussed the ALCTS ALA Annual Program (“How metadata enables or inhibits discovery and access to
diverse communities and concepts”) to confirm presenters, topic, scope, and questions for the panel. Michael
Bolam will replace Erik Mitchell as one of the main presenters. The marketing plan under consideration is to



target; (1) the Metadata interest group from ALCTS (sponsor in name only) (http://www.ala.org/alcts/mgrps
/ig/ats-nrmc) to see if we can get a blog post on their blog and announce on the program; (2) the
ALCTS/LITA Linked library data interest group ((http://www.ala.org/lita/about/igs/linked/lit-iglld); and (3)
the Cataloging research interest group (http://www.ala.org/alcts/mgrps/camms/grps/ats-ccsdgcatr).
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